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Semiclassical density functional theory: Strutinsky energy corrections in quantum dots
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We develop a semiclassical density functional theory in the context of quantum dots. Coulomb blockade
conductance oscillations have been measured in several experiments using nanostructured quantum dots. The
statistical properties of these oscillations remain puzzling, however, particularly the statistics of spacings
between conductance peaks. To explore the role that residual interactions may play in the spacing statistics, we
consider many-body systems that include electron-electron interactions through an explicit density functional.
First, we develop an approximate series expansion for obtaining the ground state using the idea of the Strutin-
sky shell correction method. Next, we relate the second-order semiclassical corrections to the screened Cou-
lomb potential. Finally, we investigate the validity of the approximation method by numerical calculation of a
one-dimensional model system, and show the relative magnitudes of the successive terms as a function of
particle number.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A recurring problem in modern physics is how to a
quantization effects to a basically successful macrosco
theory. This question arises particularly in the semiclass
regime—large quantum number—where the quantum eff
are often corrections to the essentially classical macrosc
physics. Perhaps the best known example starts with
Thomas-Fermi theory of the atom,1 which is macroscopic in
essence, and then evaluates the contribution of electr
shell structure to the ground-state energy.1–3 The very natu-
ral result that the shell contribution is given by the quantiz
levels of the self-consistent Thomas-Fermi potential has b
used extensively.4–6 However, it has only been in recent d
cades, starting with the work of V. M. Strutinsky,7–10 that a
systematic way of answering the recurring general prob
has been developed.

Our own immediate interest is in quantum dots—sm
electrically conducting regions in which the quantum pro
erties of the confined electrons are important11—and our aim
here is to treat quantum corrections to the ground-state
ergy of these dots by further developing the Strutins
method.

Quantum dots can be formed, for instance, by the g
depletion of a two-dimensional electron gas in
GaAs-AlxGax21As heterostructure. Because of the hi
quality of this material and interface, the mean free path
the electrons far exceeds the size of the quantum dot.
can view an electron as propagating ballistically within
confining potential created by electrostatic gates patterne
the surface of the heterostructure. For transport meas
ments, dots can be coupled weakly to leads; when the c
ductance of each lead falls below 2e2/h, electron transport
through the dot occurs only by tunneling, and the numbe
particles within the dot becomes quantized. In this regim
the conductance is suppressed due to the electrostatic en
associated with a localized charge,11 an effect known as the
Coulomb blockade~reported in 1951 by Gorter12!. When the
0163-1829/2001/63~12!/125339~13!/$15.00 63 1253
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dot potential is tuned by a gate voltage so that adding
electron costs no energy, a large conductance p
appears11—though the electrons must still tunnel from th
leads, there is no additional electrostatic barrier to cond
tion. Sweeping such a gate voltage produces periodic C
lomb blockade oscillations of the conductance throu
dots.11,13,14

The Coulomb blockade is a classical effect observable
a broad temperature range,kBT,e2/C, whereC is the total
dot capacitance. Over most of this range, both the spa
and height of the peaks is constant—the spacing ise2/C and
the height is given by the resistance of the two tunnel
barriers acting in series. However, there is a low-tempera
regime below a few hundred millikelvin for whichkBT
,D, whereD is the mean single-particle level spacing of t
isolated dot. There, quantum interference and cohere
become important.11 The Coulomb blockade peaks gro
as the temperature decreases, and novel fluctuation p
erties emerge involving both the peak heights15–17 and
spacings.18–22 The spacings give information about th
ground-state energies, while the heights involve the mag
tude of the wave function near the levels.

With some success, random-matrix-theory~RMT! based
approaches23 have been used in order first to predict,24 and
then to explain the statistical properties found. In the si
plest approximation,18 known as the constant interactio
model, the ground-state energy of the dot is expressed a

E~N!5
e2N2

2C
1(

i 51

N

e i ,

where N is the number of electrons in the dot ande i are
single-particle energies. The first term is the classical cha
ing energy; the second is the total energy of a system
non-interacting quasiparticles. Supposing that the sing
particle classical dynamics within the dot is chaotic, t
Bohigas-Giannoni-Schmit conjecture applies25 and implies
that the single-particle quantum properties follow RMT. It
©2001 The American Physical Society39-1
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well established that RMT predicts repulsion amongst thee i

and Gaussian random behavior in the eigenfunction26

Within this model, the conductance peak height statistics
in good agreement with the experimental results15,16 after
also incorporating nonzero temperature effects and inter
ence modulations due to periodic paths coupled to
leads.24,27,28On the other hand, it is found18–22 that the fluc-
tuations in the peak spacings are considerably larger than
predictions,18,29,30 and there is little evidence for the leve
repulsion or electron-spin degeneracy expected from
single-particlelike approach.22,31 These discrepancies be
tween the predictions of the constant interaction model
the observations point to the need for a quantum treatmen
the electron-electron interactions, and, in particular, h
triggered a number of studies based on Hartree-F
calculations,32–34 or density functional theory in the loca
density approximation~LDA !.35–38

In nuclear physics, it has long been known that the dep
dence of many-body ground-state quantities on particle n
ber can be decomposed into an average and a fluctua
part. While the average part varies smoothly with the part
number, the fluctuating part reflects the shell structure of
system. A similar decomposition is possible for any fini
size interacting fermion system. The smooth part comes
sically from the bulk energy per unit volume integrated ov
the finite-size system, and the oscillating contributions co
from quantum interference effects explicitly caused by
confinement. By supposing that the smooth part is kno
while the unknown oscillatory contribution is a correctio
Strutinsky introduced in the late 1960’s a physically mo
vated systematic approach to obtain the shell correction7,8

Introductions to the Strutinsky shell correction method a
its application through LDA to metal clusters can be found
Refs. 9,10.

Strutinsky’s shell correction method is essentially asemi-
classicalapproximation. It rests on the fact that the numb
of particles in the system considered is large, rather than
the interaction between the particles being weak.~One must,
of course, work in a regime where the smooth starting po
is basically valid.! Since the quantum dots in which we a
interested contain on the order of 100 electrons, they a
perfect place to apply the Strutinsky method. However,
fore doing so for a particular, realistic, two-dimensional g
ometry, we shall in this paper, limit ourselves to a form
discussion of this method in conjunction with a on
dimensional illustrative example. In spite of the literatu
existing on this subject,10 we find it useful for two main
purposes. First, the discussion and resulting expressions
noticeably simpler for quantum dots than for nuclei. Th
occurs because the existence of a smooth confining pote
in the dot means that gradient corrections to the smooth d
sity are not needed to confine the system at the zeroth-o
~classical-like! approximation. The effect of these gradie
terms can therefore be included in the first-order ‘‘she
corrections, simplifying both the zeroth-order calculatio
~no gradient terms! and the first-order terms~no corrections
to the Weyl part!.

Our main purpose, however, is to take advantage of
fact that we use density functional theory~DFT! rather than
12533
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Hartree-Fock as a starting point, the former being presu
ably better suited to deal with the long-range Coulomb int
action present in quantum dots than the latter. While fir
order Strutinsky corrections to a DFT description
nanoparticles has been considered in Ref. 9, our focus i
use this approach to derive and discuss in detail the sec
order ‘‘residual interaction’’ terms of the Strutinsky metho
By residual interaction, we mean the weak interaction
tween Landau quasiparticles that comes from dressing
bare electron added to the quantum dot. In particular we
show, and illustrate, how these terms are related to
screened Coulomb interaction.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. T
Thomas-Fermi and density functional theories are sum
rized in the next section, establishing our notation. Sect
III contains the Strutinsky method applied to density fun
tional theory. This is the core of the paper; in particular, t
relation of the second-order terms to the screened Coulo
potential is derived. Section IV recalls how the residual
teraction terms contribute to the conductance peak spa
distribution. Section V compares the whole approximati
scheme to numerical calculations of a simplified model:
teracting electrons in a one-dimensional quartic oscilla
Finally, we comment on the relationship between the Stru
sky development and the constant interaction model,
possible applications of the method.

II. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem39 states that for a system
of interacting electrons in an external potential,Vext(r ), there
exists a functional,FHKS@n#, of the density of electrons
n(r ), such that:~i! the density,ng(r ), corresponding to the
ground state ofN particles is an extremum ofFHKS@n# under
the constraint that the total number of particles,

N@ng#[E dr ng~r !, ~1!

is fixed, and~ii ! FHKS@ng# is the total energy of the system
The explicit form of the Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham function
is not known.39,40 In practice, one must be satisfied wit
approximations. We describe here, first, a generali
Thomas-Fermi approach and, second, the case when an
plicit form of the density functional is assumed.

A. Generalized Thomas-Fermi approximation
„†semi‡classical level…

It is convenient to view the density functional as the su
of three parts: a classical charge contribution, the kine
energy, and the unknown exchange-correlation functio
that accounts for the balance.40,41The first part is simple: the
energy of a system of classical charges confined by an ex
nal potential,Vext, is

E@n#5Eext@n#1Ecoul@n#, ~2!

where
9-2
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Eext@n#5E n~r !Vext~r !dr ,

Ecoul@n#5
e2

2 E E n~r !n~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr dr 8. ~3!

For the kinetic energy, in the Thomas-Fermi approach
Pauli exclusion principle is introduced semiclassically
employing the idea that one quantum state occupies a
ume (2p\)d in phase space. This implies that if many ele
trons want to be at the same place, they can do so only
increasing their kinetic energy. This gives the Thomas-Fe
approximation to the kinetic energy part of the density fun
tional, TTF@n#, expressed as

n~e!5
1

~2p\!dE QS e2
p2

2mDdp,

tTF~n!5E
0

n

e~n!dn,

TTF@n#5E tTF@n~r !#dr , ~4!

whered is the dimensionality of the system,Q is the Heavi-
side step function,tTF is the kinetic energy density, andn(e)
is the number of states per unit volume with energy less t
e. An additional factor of 2 inn(e) is required if the
electron-spin degeneracy is taken into account.

Finally, the effect of exchange and correlation is includ
through a termExc@n#. In practice, an explicit form for this
functional must be taken. For example, if the electron den
is a sufficiently slowly varying function of position, one ca
approximateExc@n# by taking the exact results for the un
form electron gas at the local density integrated over sp
the well-known local-density approximation~LDA !.

Within this approximation, then, the density functional

FGTF@n#5TTF@n#1Etot@n#, ~5!

where

Etot@n#[Eext@n#1Ecoul@n#1Exc@n#. ~6!

The ground-state energy and its electron distribution are
tained by minimizingFGTF under the constraint~1!, yielding
the self-consistency equation

dTTF

dn
@nGTF#~r !1Veff@nGTF#~r !5mGTF, ~7!

with the effective potential

Veff@n#~r ![
dEtot

dn
@n#~r !. ~8!

Notice that to make use of Eq.~7!, one must have an explici
form for Exc in order to take the functional derivative in Eq
~8!.

We call this approach ‘‘generalized Thomas-Ferm
~GTF! because it uses the Thomas-Fermi approximation
12533
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the kinetic energy but retains macroscopic aspects of
change and correlation. In particular, the short-range effe
of exchange correlation in a uniform system can be includ

B. Kohn-Sham equations„quantum mechanical level…

In standard implementations of density functional theo
~DFT!, the kinetic energy is treated quantum mechanica
rather than~semi!classically as in GTF. To accomplish thi
in the Kohn-Sham scheme,41–43one considers the problem o
N noninteracting electrons that has exactly the same den
as the original interacting problem. The quantum mechan
kinetic energy for this auxiliary problem is then used to d
velop an approximation to the true kinetic energy.

The auxiliary noninteracting problem definesN orthogo-
nal functions$f1(r ), . . . ,fN(r )%, which are solutions of a
Schrödinger equation

S 2
\2

2m
¹21Veff@n#~r ! Df i~r !5e if i~r !, i 51, . . . ,N,

~9!

where the effective potential is again defined by Eq.~8!.
These are the Kohn-Sham equations.40 In terms of these or-
bitals, the electron density is

n~r ![(
i 51

N

uf i~r !u2, ~10!

and the kinetic energy of the noninteracting problem is

TDFT@n#5(
i 51

N

^f i uT̂uf i&5
\2

2mE (
i 51

N

u¹f i~r !u2dr .

~11!

Thus, the density functional becomes

FDFT@n#5TDFT@n#1Etot@n#, ~12!

whereEtot@n# includes interaction corrections to the kinet
energy @Eq. ~6!#. Equations~8!–~10! are the set of self-
consistent equations for finding the electron dens
nDFT(r ), and then the ground-state energyEDFT
5FDFT@nDFT#.

As in the discussion of the GTF above, in order to ac
ally solve the Kohn-Sham equations, an explicit form for t
exchange-correlation functional is required. The simpl
case is whenExc is an integral over space of a function~not
functional! of the local density; this is the well-known loca
density approximation~LDA !.41–43 But other more compli-
cated explicit forms are possible, for example the generali
gradient corrections to LDA.41,43

III. APPROXIMATE GROUND-STATE ENERGY: THE
STRUTINSKY ENERGY-CORRECTION METHOD

A. Expansion of the DFT ground-state energy

In this section we develop an approximation
EDFT@nDFT# starting from the solution of the generalize
Thomas-Fermi equation,nGTF. The main motivation is to
develop a physical interpretation of the difference betwe
9-3
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these two approaches in finding the ground-state energy
addition, the approximation is of interest numerically f
large problems since it involves a self-consistent solution
only the GTF equation rather than the more involved Koh
Sham equations. We use the method introduced by V.
Strutinsky7,8 originally in the context of a Hartree-Foc
rather than density-functional approach. His method
scribes the interacting system self consistently, first with
quantum interference effects turned off, and then by int
ducing them perturbatively. As discussed in the introducti
the idea is to add the ‘‘oscillatory’’ effects caused by inte
ference in the confined system to a ‘‘smooth’’ essentia
macroscopic description—these effects are essentially
Friedel oscillations,44 familiar in the context of impurities or
surfaces.

To study the role of quantum interference effects in
DFT ground-state energy, we will first show that the gen
alized Thomas-Fermi result is a@semi#classical approxima-
tion to the DFT energy. The GTF approximation does,
course, contain some quantum mechanics—notably the P
exclusion principle that gives rise to the Fermi surface—a
so is not truly classical. But only the simplest local quantu
effects are present in GTF rather than the effects of inter
ing paths that one expects in a true semiclassical the
hence our characterization of GTF as ‘‘@semi#classical.’’

To see this clearly, we introduce a convenient notat
adapted from the semiclassical treatment of single-part
problems: it is customary there to express the density
states as a sum of a smooth term slowly varying in ene
called the Weyl part, and a term that varies rapidly in ene
~on the scale of the mean level separation!, called the oscil-
latory part.45 For a system governed by the Hamiltonia
H@V#[p2/2m1V(r ), where the potential is as yet unspec
fied, one can define the probability density ofN independent
particles

n@V#~r !5(
i 51

N

uf i~r !u2, ~13!

in terms of the eigenstates$f i% of H. We also define the
Weyl part ofn@V# by

nW@V#~r ![
1

~2p\!dE Q@mW2p2/2m2V~r !#dp,

~14!

wheremW must be chosen so thatN5*nW(r )dr . Note that
nW@V#(r ) is smooth in that it neglects quantum fluctuatio
in much the same way that the GTF approximation do
With this notation, one can derive the useful relation,

dTTF

dn
@nW@V##~r !1V~r !5mW. ~15!

Indeed, using

dTTF

dn
@n#~r !5e@n~r !#, ~16!
12533
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Eq. ~15! reads e@nW@V#(r )#5mW2V(r ). Applying the
functionn introduced in Eq.~4! to both sides of the equality
gives the definition ofnW@V#(r ), Eq. ~14!.

Recalling thatVeff@n# is defined as the variational deriva
tive of Etot ~to be completely clear, it is not the inverse
n@Veff#), we see that the self-consistency Eq.~10! that de-
finesnDFT is

nDFT~r !5n@Veff@nDFT##~r !. ~17!

Similarly, Eq. ~7! that definesnGTF can, in applying the
above prescription, be put in the form

nGTF~r !5nW@Veff@nGTF##~r !. ~18!

These equations do not signify thatnGTF is the Weyl part of
nDFT ; however, they do indicate that if one neglects t
quantum interference terms~i.e., the difference between th
exact particle density and its Weyl part!, then the definitions
of nGTF andnDFT become equivalent. It is in this sense th
nGTF is the @semi#classical approximation ofnDFT .

SupposingnGTF(r ) and EGTF5FGTF@nGTF# known, we
now seek to evaluate the corrections to the Thomas-Fe
energy,

DE[EDFT2EGTF, ~19!

up to second order in

dn[nDFT2nGTF. ~20!

For this purpose, we first introduce the quantities

ñ~r ![n@Veff@nGTF##~r !,

ñW~r ![nW@Veff@nGTF##~r !5nGTF~r !,

ñosc~r !5ñ~r !2ñW~r !. ~21!

Note that onceVeff@nGTF# is known, all of these can be com
puted through the diagonalization of the known sing
particle GTF Hamiltonian. As is well known, the sum of th
eigenvalues of the Kohn-Sham equations,E1p@V#[(1

Ne i ,
does not give the total energy of theN particles because o
double counting of the interaction energy, but rather,46

EDFT5E1p@Veff@nDFT##2E dr Veff@nDFT#~r ! nDFT~r !

1Etot@nDFT#. ~22!

To proceed further, we use the relation proved in the A
pendix,

E1p@V1dV#2E1p@V#. 1
2 E dV~r !@n~r !1n8~r !#dr ,

~23!

wheren(r )[n@V#(r ) and n8(r )[n@V1dV#(r ) and which
is correct through second order in the changes. Upon ins
ing V5Veff@nGTF# and V1dV5Veff@nDFT#, and thusn5ñ
and n85nDFT , the first term on the right-hand-side of E
~22! becomes
9-4
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E1p@Veff@nDFT##5E1p@Veff@nGTF##

1 1
2 E drdVeff~r !

3@nDFT~r !1ñ~r !#, ~24!

wheredVeff[Veff@nDFT#2Veff@nGTF#. Similarly, the second
term in EDFT@nDFT# is

E Veff@nDFT#~r !nDFT~r !dr5E Veff@nGTF#~r !nGTF~r ! dr

1E Veff@nGTF#~r !dn~r ! dr

1E dVeff~r !nDFT~r ! dr .

~25!

Finally, the third term is

Etot@nDFT#5Etot@nGTF#1E $Veff@nGTF#~r !

1dVeff~r !/2%dn~r ! dr , ~26!

with corrections that are third order indn.
Combining all the terms together, we obtain

EDFT.E1p@Veff@nGTF##2E nGTF~r !Veff@nGTF#~r ! dr

1Etot@nGTF#1 1
2 E dVeff~r !ñosc~r ! dr . ~27!

In order to express directly the difference between the D
and GTF ground states, it is convenient to use

EGTF@nGTF#5TTF@nGTF#1Etot@nGTF# ~28!

for Etot . In order to simplify the last term in Eq.~27!, note
that ñosc is of orderdn, and that therefore one only needs t
first-order variation of the effective potential,dVeff(r )
5*(dVeff /dn)@nGTF#(r ,r 8)dn(r 8)dr 8, to obtain EDFT cor-
rect through second order. Thus, the final expression for
Strutinsky energy correction is

EDFT.EGTF1DE(1)1DE(2), ~29!

where the first- and second-order correction terms are

DE(1)5E1p$Veff@nGTF#%2E nGTF~r !Veff@nGTF#~r ! dr

2TTF@nGTF#, ~30!

DE(2)5 1
2 E E ñosc~r !

dVeff

dn
@nGTF#~r ,r 8! dn~r 8! dr dr 8.

~31!

In this approach, the DFT ground-state energy is, then,
sum of a classical contribution—the generalized Thom
sity

12533
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Fermi resultEGTF—and two quantum contributions—DE(1)

andDE(2). We now discuss and interpret these two corre
tion terms.

B. Interpretation of the first-order corrections

The first-order correction is simply the oscillatory part
the single particle energy for a system ofN electrons evolv-
ing in the potentialVeff@nGTF#. Indeed, the Weyl part of
E1p@V# is

E1p
W@V#[

1

~2p\!dE S p2

2m
1V~r ! DQ

3S mW2
p2

2m
2V~r ! Ddp dr , ~32!

where mW is fixed by N5*nW@V#(r ) dr . Separately inte-
grating the kinetic and potential energy terms forV
5Veff@nGTF#, one obtains

E1p
W@Veff@nGTF##5E drE

0

mW2Veff[nGTF]( r )
e

dn

de
de

1E nW@Veff@nGTF##~r !Veff@nGTF#~r !dr .

~33!

In the first term, one recognizes the Thomas-Fermi kine
energy, TTF@nGTF#, while in the second term
nW@Veff@nGTF##5nGTF. Thus the first-order Strutinsky cor
rection is

DE(1)5E1p@Veff@nGTF##2E1p
W@Veff@nGTF##[E1p

osc@Veff@nGTF##.

~34!

The leading quantum corrections to GTF are found, then,
quantizing the single-particle levels in the GTF se
consistent potential: this is a very natural result that, in fa
was used extensively in atomic and nuclear physics3–6 before
it was first justified by Strutinsky.7,8

C. Interpretation of the second-order corrections

The second-order correction, Eq.~31!, requires further
work: this form is not useful because it expressesDE(2) as a
function of the unknowndn. A second equation is necessa
for us to determinedn. Note that this is not the case fo
DE(1), which is written completely in terms ofnGTF.

The required second equation is obtained by relatingdn
to the oscillatory part ofñ[n@Veff@nGTF## which, of course,
is known since it depends only onnGTF. We start with the
two equations

dTTF

dn
@nGTF#1Veff@nGTF#5mGTF, ~35!

dTTF

dn
@nDFT

W #1Veff@nDFT#5mDFT
W . ~36!

The first equation here is the definition ofnGTF, and the
second one follows directly from the general relation~15!.
Now, expandnDFT about nGTF in the second equation an
subtract the first one from it. In the term involvingVeff , dn
appears. However, in the kinetic energy term, the den
9-5
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difference is nDFT
W 2nGTF5(nDFT2nGTF)2(nDFT2nDFT

W )
5dn2nDFT

osc . To close the equation, we must relatenDFT
osc to

nGTF. This is possible because in an equation fordn, which
is by definition first order in corrections, only the first-ord
part of the other quantities need be kept. Thus, we can
proximate nDFT

osc by similarly expandingnDFT about nGTF,
yielding

nDFT
osc 5~nDFT2nDFT

W !.~ ñ2nGTF!5ñosc. ~37!

The combination of these results gives the closure equa

E dr
dVeff

dn
~r ,r 8!dn~r 8!

1E dr
d2TTF

dn2
~r ,r 8!@dn~r 8!2ñosc~r 8!#5Dm, ~38!

where Dm[mDFT
W 2mGTF is fixed by the condition

*dn(r ) dr50. This is an integral equation fordn in terms of
GTF quantities. If a numerical calculation ofDE(2) is
needed, the computational cost is relatively modest, larg
the inversion of an operator.

One obtains a very natural interpretation of the seco
order correction~31! by using this closure equation. Con
sider the generalized Thomas-Fermi problem, Eq.~35!, and
suppose the external potential is slightly modified by
quantity dVext(r ). One thus obtains a new solution of th
GTF equationnGTF8 5nGTF1dnGTF, which would verify

dTTF

dn
@nGTF8 #1Veff@nGTF8 #1dVext5mGTF8 . ~39!

Subtracting Eq.~35! as before yields

E dr
d2TTF

dn2
~r ,r 8!dnGTF~r 8!1E dr

dVeff

dn
~r ,r 8!dnGTF~r 8!

1dVext5Dm. ~40!

If we now choose the variation of the potential to be

dVext~r !5E dr 8~d2Etot /dn2!@nGTF#~r ,r 8!ñosc~r 8!,

~41!

dnGTF1ñosc satisfies the same Eq.~38! as dn. This means
that, at this level of approximation,dn is the sum ofñosc and
the displacement of chargesdnGTF screeningñosc in the GTF
approximation. Indeed, the definition of a screened inter
tion Vsc implies

E dr 8
dVeff

dn
~r ,r 8!dn~r 8!5E dr 8Vsc~r ,r 8!ñosc~r 8!,

~42!

and therefore that the second-order correction, Eq.~31!, can
be written

DE(2)5 1
2 E dr dr 8ñosc~r !Vsc~r ,r 8!ñosc~r 8!. ~43!
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Thus the second-order correction is simply the energy
interaction between the additional charge oscillations cau
by the quantization, where the interaction is screened
cause, after all, the ‘‘other’’ electrons treated in GTF a
around. Note thatVsc is the screened interaction within th
finite-sized system, not in the bulk, and so includes bound
effects;29 under certain conditions, the bulk screened pot
tial may be used.47 More importantly, while the screene
interaction here does include exchange-correlation at
GTF ~macroscopic! level, the result~43! is a ‘‘directlike’’
contribution while an ‘‘exchangelike’’ term is missed. Th
is related to the deficiencies of the LDA-like treatment
DFT here; presumably it could be fixed through a more
phisticated density-functional approach.

IV. CONTRIBUTION OF THE RESIDUAL INTERACTION
TO PEAK SPACING DISTRIBUTIONS

As an example of the utility of the Strutinsky method f
adding quantization effects to a macroscopic result, we t
to considering the spacing between peaks in the conduct
through a quantum dot in the Coulomb blockade regime. T
contribution of residual interactions have been estima
for chaotic systems within a random matrix theo
framework.29,48–50There it was found to be small, but not to
far from the scale necessary to explain the failure of
constant interaction model. Here, our ultimate aim is
evaluate the effect of the residual interaction in spec
model systems that often are not in a regime where th
quantum properties have fully converged to the purely sta
tical behavior found in a random matrix theory. Systems te
not to be purely chaotic, and even when chaotic, they s
exhibit manifestations of short time dynamics in their eige
properties. This can often lead to important deviations fr
statistical limiting behaviors. We therefore briefly sketch t
relationship between the residual interaction and the C
lomb blockade peak spacings.

The position of a conductance peak as a function of g
voltage is proportional to the change in the total energy
the system when an electron is added,13

mN5E~N!2E~N21!, ~44!

and the conductance peak spacing is proportional to the
crete inverse compressibility

xN5mN112mN , ~45!

5E~N11!1E~N21!22E~N!. ~46!

For each of the ground-state energies here, we will insert
second-order Strutinsky approximation to the DFT ener
The first term,EGTF, is the ground-state energy in the ge
eralized Thomas-Fermi approximation, and is essentially
charging energy of the dot. The first-order correction co
tains the single-particle quantization effects. In some se
these two terms together constitute the same level of
proximation as the much used constant interaction mode
fact, more physics is included here since changes in the s
consistent confining potential30 are explicitly contained in
the Strutinsky approach,50 whereas due to thead hocnature
9-6
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of the constant interaction model, therein exists no inform
tion at all on the self-consistent potential. The second-or
correction termDE(2) contains, then, the effects of the r
sidual interaction.

V. THE QUARTIC OSCILLATOR: A CASE STUDY

Let us now illustrate the above approach with a particu
example. For the sake of simplicity, we choose a o
dimensional model system consisting ofN electrons in the
confining potential Vext(x)5x4/2 with the interactions
governed by the one-dimensional Poisson equa
d2Vint@n#(x)/dx2524pe2n(x). This is a simple limit of a
three-dimensional problem: the system is assumed to be
variant in the transverse directionsy andz so that the inter-
actions are between planes of charge, but the medium
extremely inhomogeneous with the transverse mass take
infinity so that only one-dimensional quantum mechanics
needed. Exchange and correlation effects are turned off;
the interaction functional is

Vint@n#~x!522pe2E
2`

`

n~x8!ux2x8udx8. ~47!

Note that use of the one-dimensional~1D! Poisson equation
causes an interaction that grows with distance. Use of
subscript ‘‘int’’ in this section, rather than ‘‘Coul’’ above, i
meant to distinguish this case from the three-dimensio
Coulomb interaction. We emphasize that our interest in
simple model system is only as an illustration for better u
derstanding of the Strutinsky method.

We vary the electron chargee to see how well the Strutin
sky scheme works for different strengths of the interacti
e50.5, 1.0, and 1.5 in units where\5m51. The electron-
spin degeneracy is not considered here. First, we perf
generalized Thomas-Fermi and density-functional-the
calculations directly. Next, using the GTF results, we ap
the Strutinsky techniques to find approximate DFT resu
Finally, these approximate results are compared to the ac
DFT values. Because of the neglect of exchange correla
here, the GTF approach reduces to true Thomas-Fermi
the DFT approach is simply the coupled Schro¨dinger-
Poisson equations.

A. Thomas-Fermi numerical calculations

For one-dimensional systems

n~e!5
1

2p\E2`

`

Q~e2p2/2m!dp5
A2me

p\
, ~48!

and, thus, the kinetic energy term, Eq.~4!, can be written
explicitly as

TTF@n#5
p2\2

6m E
2`

`

n~x!3dx. ~49!

The ground-state density is obtained by solving the Thom
Fermi equation@cf. Eq. ~7!#
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p2\2

2m
nGTF

2 ~x!1 1
2 x41Vint@nGTF#~x!5mGTF, ~50!

where we have used (dTTF /dn)@n#5e(n)
5(p2\2/2m)n(x)2. By differentiating twice and using the
Poisson equation, one obtains the second-order differe
equation

p2\2

2m

d2nGTF
2 ~x!

dx2
16x224pe2nGTF~x!50. ~51!

This can then be transformed into coupled first-order eq
tions

y1~x!5nGTF
2 ~x!,

dy1~x!

dx
5y2~x!,

dy2~x!

dx
5

2m

p2\2 ~4pe2Ay1~x!26x2!, ~52!

which can be conveniently solved. Because of the symm
of the system,dn/dx50 at the origin and one need onl
specify the density at the origin as an initial condition. O
repeats solving Eq.~49! adjustingnGTF(x50) on each itera-
tion until the normalization conditionN5*nGTF(x)dx is sat-
isfied. Once the electron densitynGTF(x) is found, the
ground-state energy is obtained from

EGTF5TTF@nGTF#1Eext@nGTF#1Eint@nGTF#, ~53!

whereTTF is given in Eq~49! and

Eext@nGTF#52E
0

`

nGTF~x! 1
2 x4dx,

Eint@nGTF#52• 1
2 E

0

`

nGTF~x!Vint@nGTF#~x!dx.

~54!

The electron densitiesnGTF for N55, 10, and 20 withe
51.0 are plotted in Fig. 1~a! and the effective potential
Veff@nGTF# given by Eq. ~8!, in Fig. 1~b!. All three cases
show the same basic structure that can be simply unders
as follows. Without the interaction (e50), the density
would have one maximum at the origin since the exter
potential has a minimum at the center. Once the interactio
turned on, electrons repel each other and avoid the ce
making two maxima in the density. Though not pictured, t
larger the value of the electron chargee, the lower the central
valley in the density, and the more the density maxima mo
away from the origin. As intuitively expected, the minimu
points in the effective potential correspond to the maxim
points of electron density, and increasinge increases rapidly
the bimodal nature of the density.
9-7
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B. Quantum numerical calculations

The numerical calculation of the DFT energy requir
self-consistently solving

S 2
\2

2m

d2

dx2 1Veff@n#~x! Df i~x!5e if i~x!,

n~x!5(
i 51

N

uf i~x!u2, ~55!

Veff@n#~x!5 1
2 x422pe2E

2`

`

n~x8!ux2x8udx8,

which are the coupled Schro¨dinger-Poisson equations. W
start the self-consistent iterations with the Thomas-Fermi
tential Veff@nGTF#. At each iteration, we first diagonalize th
Hamiltonian Ĥ5p̂2/2m1Veff(r ) expressed in the basis o
Ĥ05p̂2/21x4/2. From the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
Ĥ$Veff@n#%, we can construct the electron density and
corresponding effective potential. Self-consistency is eva
ated by comparing the effective potentialsVeff

Old and Veff
New

before and after each iteration~or equivalently the densitie
nOld andnNew).

Because of the well-known instability of the Poiss
equation, one cannot simply use the output from one ite
tion, Veff

New, as the input to the next.51 Instead, we feedback
only part of the output

Veff
Old, Next Iteration5Veff

Old1a~Veff
New2Veff

Old!, 0,a,1,
~56!

wherea is initially set as 0.5. If the self-consistency is n
improved,a is reduced by half and the iteration redone

FIG. 1. The electron densities~upper panel! and effective poten-
tials ~lower panel! for interacting particles in a quartic potentia
The results for both the Thomas-Fermi~dashed! and coupled
Schrödinger-Poisson~solid! approximations are given. The electro
charge ise51.0, and the electron number isN55, 10, and 20 from
bottom to top in upper panel, top to bottom in lower pan
Veff@nGTF# and Veff@nDFT# coincide so well that one cannot distin
guish the differences here.
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that improvement is guaranteed for every iteration. We
peat this until the density reaches self-consistency,

max
uxu<xmax

unNew~x!2nOld~x!u<1029. ~57!

We require self-consistency in the density rather than
potential because the overall magnitude of the density d
not change significantly asN increases.

Once the self-consistent density and effective poten
are obtained, the Weyl part of the density,nDFT

W , as well as
the chemical potentialmDFT

W can be calculated from Eq.~14!;
the oscillating part of the density follows fromnDFT

osc 5nDFT

2nDFT
W . Finally, the self-consistent ground-state energy

obtained using

TDFT@nDFT#5E1p@Veff@nDFT##

22E
0

`

nDFT~x!Veff@nDFT#~x!dx, ~58!

and the same expressions forEext andEint as in the Thomas-
Fermi calculation, Eq.~54!. We have used the above relatio
for the kinetic energy instead of the definition since the
genvalues are more stable than the eigenvectors in the
merical calculations.

The quantum electron densities forN55, 10, and 20 are
superposed in Fig. 1~a! for electron chargee51.0. One can
see the quantum-mechanical oscillations whose numbe
peaks corresponds to the electron numberN. Note the de-
creasing oscillation amplitudes with increasing particle nu
ber, as well as the tunneling outside of the potential wal
the classical turning points. The effective potentials, sup
posed in Fig. 1~b!, are indistinguishable from the corre
sponding Thomas-Fermi potentials.

C. Strutinsky energy corrections

In order to find the approximate ground-state energy us
the Strutinsky method, we start with the Thomas-Fer
density and potential, calculated above, and quantize in
potential by solving the Schro¨dinger equation
(2\2/2md2/dx21Veff@nGTF#)f i5e if i for the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors.

The first-order energy correction is given by Eq.~34!; in
our example, the expression for the Weyl part reduces to

E1p
W$Veff@nGTF#%52A 2m

3p\E0

`

@mW

12Veff@nGTF#

3~x!#AmW2Veff@nGTF#~x! dx. ~59!

The second-order energy correction, from Eq.~31!, is

DE(2)52pe2E
2`

` E
2`

`

ñosc~x!ux2x8udn~x8!dx dx8

54pe2E
0

`

ñosc~x!H E
x

`

~x2x8!dn~x8!dx8J dx.

~60!

.
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The required inputdn follows from Eq.~38!. This equation
can be simplified by noting, first, for the kinetic-energy te

d2TTF

dn2
@nGTF#~x,x8!5

de~n!

dn
@nGTF#d~x2x8!. ~61!

Second, for the term depending onVeff note that

E
2`

` dVeff

dn
@nGTF#~x,x8!dn~x8!dx8

522pe2E
2`

`

dn~x8!ux2x8udx85Vint@dn#~x!, ~62!

implies

d2Vint@dn#~x!

dx2
524pe2dn~x!. ~63!

Thus, by taking the second derivative with respect tox of Eq.
~38!, one obtains

p2\2

m

d2

dx2 $nGTF~x!•@dn~x!2ñosc~x!#%24pe2dn~x!50.

~64!

This equation can be converted into the coupled first-or
equations

y1~x!5nGTF~x!•@dn~x!2ñosc~x!#,

dy1~x!

dx
5y2~x!,

dy2~x!

dx
5

4me2

p\2 S y1~x!

nGTF~x!
1ñosc~x! D , ~65!

which can be conveniently solved.
With the energy correction terms calculated, the Stru

sky scheme allows us to approximate the quantum grou
state energy using essentially classical Thomas-Fermi q
tities. We plot DE[EDFT2EGTF, DE2DE(1), and DE
2DE(1)2DE(2) as functions ofN to see the series conve
gence of the Strutinsky scheme in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 foe
50.5, 1.0, and 1.5 respectively. In the first two cases,
convergence seems to be working well: fore50.5, without
correction terms, the error is 0.17 taking the average oveN
from 2 to 20 and, while the first-order correction term im
proves the accuracy to 0.0013, and the second-order ter
roughly 1.331025. For e51.0, without correction terms th
error is about 0.24. With the first-order correction the er
reduces to 0.012, and with the second-order to 0.0027.

For e51.5, before comparing the order of magnitude
the different terms, it is useful to say a few words about
odd-even structure clearly visible in Fig. 4, and actually
ready apparent fore51.0 at lowN in Fig. 3. The origin of
this behavior is not related to spin~which has not been in
cluded! but can be readily understood by looking at t
lower panel of Fig. 5, which shows the effective Thoma
Fermi potentialVeff@nGTF# for N520, e51.5. Here, one see
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that the latter has developed a barrier at the center of
well, the top of which lies very close to the chemical pote
tial. For the quantum case, this means that the one-par
levels below the Fermi energy are organized as quasid
blets. This naturally leads to an odd-even effect since foN
even ~odd!, the last occupied orbital has an energy cons
tently below~above! that suggested by the Weyl approxim
tion.

Moreover, because the last occupied orbitals are clos
the chemical potential and so near the top of the barrier,
clear that semiclassical approximations will be ‘‘at risk
here. This is clearly seen for instance in Figs. 6 and 7, wh
for coupling e51.5 andN519 and 20 particles, shows
comparison between the exactdn(r )[nDFT(r )2nGTF(r )
and its approximation obtained using Eq.~38!. The two

FIG. 2. Convergence of approximations to the quantum grou
state energy for electron chargee50.5. The curves are, from top to
bottom, the error in the Strutinsky energy correction approach ta
at zeroth, first, and second order: specificallyDE[EDFT2EGTF

~dotted!, DE2DE(1) ~dashed!, andDE2DE(1)2DE(2) ~solid!. The
convergence in this case is excellent. The values ofEGTF are
26.835, 234.450, and2173.619 forN55, 10, and 20, respec
tively.

FIG. 3. Convergence of approximations to the quantum grou
state energy for electron chargee51.0. The curves are, from top to
bottom,DE[EDFT2EGTF ~dotted!, DE2DE(1) ~dashed!, andDE
2DE(1)2DE(2) ~solid!. The values of EGTF are 2114.986,
2579.496, and22920.476 forN55, 10, and 20, respectively.
9-9
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curves are almost on top of each other everywhere, exce
the middle of the well—that is, near the maxima of the b
rier. In addition, one observes that in that place, the appr
mation is worse for an odd than for an even number of p
ticles. This can be explained by the fact that in the form
case, the last occupied orbital is symmetric and thus ha
probability maximum at the origin, while in the latter cas
the last occupied orbital is antisymmetric and so goes
zero. As a consequence, the errors in the Strutinsky appr
mation scheme also display an odd-even structure cle
seen in Fig. 5. If, however, one concentrates on the e
case, where the effect of the central barrier is less import
without correction terms the error is about 0.35 taking
average overN from 2 to 20. With the first-order correction
the error is reduced to 0.065, and further reduced to ab
0.039 if one includes the second-order corrections.

FIG. 4. Convergence of approximations to the quantum grou
state energy for electron chargee51.5. The curves are, from top t
bottom,DE[EDFT2EGTF ~dotted!, DE2DE(1) ~dashed!, andDE
2DE(1)2DE(2) ~solid!. The values of EGTF are 2362.500,
21826.887, and29206.935 forN55, 10, and 20, respectively.

FIG. 5. The electron density~upper panel! and effective poten-
tial ~lower panel! for N520 particles ande51.5. In the upper
panel, results for both the Thomas-Fermi~dashed! and quantum
~solid! cases are given. In the lower panel, the dashed horizo
line is the position of the chemical potentialmTF .
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D. Peak spacings

Turning now to the inverse compressibilityxN introduced
in Sec. IV, we observe the same trend as for the ground-s
energy. The approximationxN

STR(0), calculated strictly by the
Thomas-Fermi approximation, already gives an excell
relative precision. Moreover, fore50.5 ande51.0, each
term in the Strutinsky development significantly reduces
error ~i.e., an order of magnitude or more forN518). For
these cases, however, the approximation is already much
ter than the mean spacingD if the first correction is included.
We therefore show the data only fore51.5, for which the
corrections are enhanced by the proximity of the chem
potential to the top of the inner barrier. In Fig. 8~a!, the xN
are shown. The discrete points represent the full quan
calculations and are taken as the reference points. It is s
that xN

STR(0) does not capture the odd-even double-well
fect, but otherwise captures the essential peak spacing be
ior. In Fig. 8~b!, the relative errors are shown as a function
N. More specifically, the difference between the quantumxN
and one, two, or three terms of the Strutinsky series
xN

STR(0), xN
STR(1), and xN

STR(2), respectively—is divided by
D, the mean level separation. It is seen that the majority

-

al

FIG. 6. Comparison between the exactdn[nDFT2nGTF ~dashed
line! and its approximation derived from Eq.~38! ~solid line! for
e51.5 andN519.

FIG. 7. Comparison between the exactdn[nDFT2nGTF ~dashed
line! and its approximation derived from Eq.~38! ~solid line! for
e51.5 andN520.
9-10
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the odd-even, double-well effect is captured by the first c
rection term. Reassuringly, even in this case for which
inner barrier degrades the quality of the semiclassical de
opment, each inclusion of an extra term in the series redu
somewhat the relative errors of the Strutinsky method. Mo
over, the improvement due to the addition of the seco
order correction becomes more significant with increasingN.
Thus, we see that even in this more difficult case, the Stru
sky method gives an excellent scheme of approximation
the semiclassical limit.

E. Deformation of the effective potential

Up to this point, we have been interested in the contri
tions of two quantum mechanical energy correction term
As we have mentioned, the ground-state energy in the g
eralized Thomas-Fermi approximationEGTF and the first-
order correction constitute, in some sense, the same lev
approximation as in the constant interaction model.
equating the expression for the ground-state energy, one
derive the definition of capacitanceC,

EGTF1DE(1)52
N2e2

2C
1(

i 51

N

e i , ~66!

where the negative sign in the charging energy is due to
nature of our one-dimensional model system. The cap
tance, as a function of particle numberN, smoothly varies as
N21/3 approximately, and it approaches zero with increas
N.

When one adds an extra particle to the system, it caus
deformation of the effective potential. In the constant int
action model, as often applied, this effect is ignored by
suming that locally, the capacitance and single-particle e
gies are independent of the particle number. On the o
hand, since our energy correction approach calculates

FIG. 8. The discrete inverse compressibility as a function
electron numberN. The open circles arexN using the quantum
ground-state energy~exact!. Results using three approxima
ground-state energies are shown:~1! dotted: Thomas-Fermi,xN

STR(0)

using EGTF, ~2! dashed: first-order Strutinsky,xN
STR(1) using EGTF

1DE(1), and ~3! solid: second-order Strutinsky,xN
STR(2) using

EGTF1DE(1)1DE(2). The lower panel shows the relative error
(xN2xN

STR)/D, of the same three approximations.
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system having a different particle number independently,
‘‘scrambling effect’’ on the ground-state energy due to t
changing effective potential is automatically included. T
observe the significance of the scrambling for peak spacin
we have calculated the fluctuating part of the discrete inve
compressibility by both freezing the effective potential a
allowing it to change self-consistently. We used only t
GTF ground-state energy and the first-order correction te
turning off the residual interaction contribution. With scram
bling, EGTF basically contributes as the mean part of t
discrete inverse compressibility andDE(1) contribute as the
fluctuating part. Without scrambling, the charging ener
and the Weyl part of the single-particle energy levels co
tribute as the mean part, and the remaining part in the sin
particle energy levels contribute as the fluctuating part. T
results are depicted in Fig. 9. In our toy 1D model, t
changes inxN

f l ( f l for a fluctuating part! due to scrambling
are seen to be getting smaller asN increases and less than th
scale given byDN . However, we caution against assumin
that the scrambling ofxN would occur on the same scale
more realistic multidimensional models with the Coulom
interaction. This question is under investigation and left
future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed an approximate series expansion
studying the ground state of interacting systems using
idea of the Strutinsky shell correction method. We tested
validity of the Strutinsky scheme by numerical calculatio
of interacting electron systems in a one-dimensional, ex
nally applied quartic potential. By varying the electro
charge strength, we were able to confirm the stability of
method. It approximated extremely well the quantum m
chanical DFT quantities using@semi#classical Thomas-Ferm
data for three different charge strengths. One exceptional
cumstance giving less reliable results was noted with res

f FIG. 9. The fluctuating part of the discrete inverse compressi
ity scaled by the mean level spacing. The upper figure is the fl
tuating part ofxN with scrambling. The odd-even effects are due
the nature of the double well shaped effective potential. The lo
figure is the difference in the fluctuating part with and witho
scrambling (* denotes the case without scrambling!. Both figures
are generated with electron interaction strengthe51.5.
9-11
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to a barrier inVeff approaching the chemical potential. Th
calculations show a tendency for the series to converge a
electron number increases. This is consistent with expe
tions for systems with large numbers of particles becaus
the increasing reliability of the Thomas-Fermi calculations
the system goes deeper into the semiclassical regime.

The method discussed in this paper could serve two p
poses. On one hand, it gave us an efficient way to proc
with numerical calculations, and it is conceivable that t
approach could be of some help for larger scale, reali
DFT calculations.35–38,41On the other hand, it also provide
some physical insight by decomposing the total DFT ene
into various contributions, each of them receiving an int
tive interpretation.

In the context of quantum dots, for instance, one of
simple but presumably useful applications could be to j
tify, and make more precise, the constant interaction mo
Indeed, this latter is usually presented as anad hocmodel
motivated essentially by its simplicity. Here, up to some
interpretation of what is the capacitance of the dot, we
that the constant interaction model can be understood as
first-order approximation in a Strutinsky development o
DFT calculation. One obtains, in addition, that the vario
parameters of the model~classical energy and potential go
erning the motion of the independent particles! are specified,
and, in principle, can be computed explicitly. This makes
possible, for instance, to study the sensitivity of the do
energy to the variation of an external parameter.50

In the same way, the second-order correction term gi
insight into the ‘‘residual’’ interactions between electrons.
the context of DFT it gives some basis to the fact that el
trons in quantum dots behave as Landau quasiparticles i
acting weakly through a screened Coulomb interaction
moreover explicitly specifies how the screening proces
affected by the confinement of the electrons, which might
relevant in the limit where the screening length is not mu
smaller than the size of the dots.

With the failure of the theoretical predictions of th
single-particle constant-interaction model to expla
the experimentally observed conductance peak spa
distributions,18–22 our original interest was to investigat
what physical factors are missing, and to understand be
the statistical behaviors of quantum dots. We expect that
approach of defining the many-body system, explicitly
cluding electron-electron interactions within density fun
tional theory, to bring us closer to a resolution of the failu
of the constant interaction model in this context. We lea
application to more realistic systems for future work.
d
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APPENDIX

Consider a HamiltonianH5p2/2m1V(r ) and its per-
turbed HamiltonianH85H1dV(r ). We denote the eigen
values and eigenvectors ase i andf i(r ) @e i8 andf i8(r )] for
H (H8).

To second order indV, the perturbed eigenvalues are

e i85e i1e i
(1)1e i

(2) , ~A1!

where

e i
(1)5^f i udVuf i&

e i
(2)5(

j Þ i

u^f i udVuf j&u2

e i2e j
, ~A2!

assuming nondegenerate eigenstates.
Similarly, taking H8 as the original Hamiltonian andH

5H82dV as the perturbed Hamiltonian, one can write

e i5e i81e i8
(1)1e i8

(2), ~A3!

where

e i8
(1)52^f i8udVuf i8&

e i8
(2)5e i

(2)1o~dV3!. ~A4!

Subtracting Eq.~A3! from Eq. ~A1!, one obtains to second
order indV

e i82e i5
1
2 ~e i

(1)2e i8
(1)!

5 1
2 ~^f i udVuf i&1^f i8udVuf i8&!. ~A5!

Summing overi, one obtains

E1p@V1dV#2E1p@V#5 1
2 (

i 51

N

~^f i udVuf i&1^f i8udVuf i8&!

5 1
2 E dV~r !@n~r !1n8~r !#dr . ~A6!
tt.
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